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Introduction 
1. Daoist yoga (Chinese yoga) 

a. Similar aims and techniques to Hindu yoga 
i. Daoyin exercises  Hatha yoga 

ii. Qigong (outer energy skills = limbs)  Pranayama 
iii. Neigong (inner energy skills = trunk)  Kriya yoga (mental control of prana) and Kundalini yoga 

(midline energy work) 
iv. Neidan (“inner elixir”) or Shengong (mind skills)  Dhyana (advanced meditation) 

b. Unique among yoga systems 
i. Has most developed and refined use of qi (= prana) 

1. Qigong provides best tool to bridge from physical to mental level practice 
a. Qigong = combination of physical movement, breath and mental focus 
b. Offers a seamless transition from purely physical practices (hatha yoga) to purely 

mental practices (dhyana and other advanced meditations) 
c. Excellent complement to pranayama (purely breathing practices) 
d. Can be incorporated with hatha yoga or used to complement it 

ii. Is most shamanic of the major yoga systems (Hindu, Tibetan and Daoist yoga) 
1. Spiritual qigong practice is always about connecting between Earth (Gaia, Mother Nature, 

Panchamama, Bhumi) and the Heavens  
a. “Grounding” is an essential part of all qigong exercises (feel like you are a great tree 

with deep roots that dive deep into the earth and branch out in all directions) 
2. Earth goddess (earth and nature energies) provides access to the Heavens (planets, stars, 

primordial elements, astral plane and higher-level beings) 
c. Uses a model of higher levels of existence that corresponds to the Hindu yoga version 

i. Vedic astrology (an auxiliary branch of the Vedas, ancient Hindu holy texts) 
1. Provides a practical map of the astral, mental and causal planes 
2. Its archetypes correspond to the five tattvas (elements) of Hindu yoga (earth, water, fire, 

air, ether) 
ii. I Ching (Classic of Changes) 

1. A map of how nature and all of reality (the Dao) changes 
2. The text consists of 64 hexagrams (8 line symbols) 

a. Hexagrams map to the acupuncture meridians (which are like nadis in Hindu yoga) 
b. In turn, the acupuncture meridians map to the Vedic astrology archetypes 

iii. This correspondence can be used to enhance medical treatment and spiritual practices 
1. For instance, the Liver meridian corresponds to Guru as spiritual teacher so qigong related 

to the Liver and its meridian can be used to open a spiritual practice session. 
a. Note that in most yoga systems, the guru is traditionally invoked first—before the 

yogic practice. 
2. Esoteric map of Daoist yoga to Hindu chakras 

a. Qigong (= Weigong [outer energy work] = use of limbs) = four lower chakras = earth, water, fire, air tattvas 
b. Neigong (inner energy work = use of head and torso) = fifth chakra = ether tattva 
c. Shengong (mental focus = use of head and torso) = sixth chakra = prakriti (pure energy) tattva 
d. Neidan (inner elixir = creation of Light body) = seventh chakra = purusha (pure consciousness) tattva 

  



Daoist Energy Circuits 
1. Meridians 

a. Flow of qi through body 
i. Qi = subtle energy (light, sound, electricity, more subtle energies) 
ii. Various levels of qi (commonly taken as energy at lower astral plane but can be at higher levels) 

b. 12 Main meridians 
i. Found in limbs (arms and legs) 

ii. Correspond to four lower chakras (earth, water, fire, air tattvas) 
c. 8 Extra meridians 

i. Found midline (head and torso) 
ii. Correspond to fifth chakra (ether tattva) and provide a basis for sixth chakra (prakriti tattva) 

d. Out of body chakras and meridians 
i. Above head and below torso (includes lower limbs and below the feet) 

ii. Correspond to sixth chakra (prakriti tattva) and provide a basis for seventh chakra (purusha tattva) 
e. Field of space around body 

i. Varying levels of distance (practice aims to increase distance gradually) 
ii. Corresponds to seventh chakra (purusha tattva) 

f. Basic qigong techniques 
i. On body surface  press, rub, tap, tug 

ii. Near body surface  sweep using hand 
1. To start, distance should be about 6 – 8 inches at point where it feels like density changes 
2. Later, hand can be closer (but then best effect is inside the body) 

iii. Incorporate breath and mental focus with physical movements 
1. As you progress, you can activate the qi—more and more—simply through mental focus 

iv. Mental focus 
1. Run energy along the surface, inside and/or outside of the body 

a. Push and/or pull the energy (later, you can add light and sound) 
i. Target regions of body, organs, tissues (such as bones), meridians 

2. Basic mental focus skill 
a. Use two palms facing each other in lap 
b. Move one hand slowly toward and away from the other and note changes in energy 

g. Basic qigong posture 
i. Hugging a tree 

1. Arms at upper chest level (variations of pose have arms at other levels or positions) 
2. Ground yourself to the Earth (feel secure like a great, big, beautiful tree) 
3. Mental focus = mindfulness (still presence) and/or neigong (run energy along spine, limbs) 

2. Chinese anatomical positions 
a. Arms up 

i. Heaven to Earth  Yang meridians 
ii. Earth to Heaven  Yin meridians 

b. Arms down (thumbs forward, palms medial) 
i. Body in three parts (anterior, middle, posterior) 

1. Each part (or slice) corresponds to a meridian circuit of 4 meridians 
2. The meridian circuit is composed of two streams (one yin; one yang) 
3. Each stream is composed of two related meridians (yin stream  yin meridians; yang 

stream  yang meridians) 



Meridians with Key Acupoints at Joints 
 

Meridian Distal 
(wrist, ankle) 

Middle 
(elbow, knee) 

Proximal 
(shoulder, hip) 

Assessment 
Point 

Stream 

Morning (3 – 11 am)  most qi flow (most sunlight); Anterior circuit (= Yang Ming + Tai Yin streams) 

Lung 
(L) 

9 5 1, 3 6 S + L = Tai Yin stream 

Large 
Intestine 

(LI) 

4, 5 11 15, 16 10 LI + ST = Yang Ming stream 
(stream with strongest qi 

flow) 

Stomach 
(ST) 

41 32, 36 31 37 Yang Ming stream 

Spleen 
(S) 

3, 4 9, 10 12 8 Tai Yin stream 

Afternoon (11 am – 7 pm)  some qi flow (less sunlight); Posterior circuit (= Tai Yang + Shao Yin streams) 

Heart 
(H) 

5, 7, 8 3 1 3.5 K + H = Shao Yin stream 

Small 
Intestine 

(SI) 

3 7, 8 10, 11, 12 11, 15 SI + B = Tai Yang stream 

Bladder 
(B) 

60, 63 40 35 11, 23, 57  Tai Yang stream 

Kidney 
(K) 

3, 6 10 11 9.5 Shao Yin stream 

Night (7 pm – 3 am)  least qi flow but greatest causal level flow (deep space starlight); Middle circuit (= Shao Yang + 
Jue Yin streams) 

Pericardium 
(P) 

6, 7, 8 3 1, 2 3.5 Liv + P = Jue Yin stream 

San Jiao 
(SJ) 

5, 6 10 14 8, 9 SJ + GB = Shao Yang stream 

Gall Bladder 
(GB) 

39, 41 33, 34 30 21, 23, 31 Shao Yang stream 

Liver 
(Liv) 

3, 4 8 11 5, 6, 13 Jue Yin stream 

 



Anterior Circuit 

1. Consists of two Streams 
a. Occurs during morning (3 – 11 am) = most sunlight = most qi flow 

i. Yang Ming stream = LI + ST (Large Intestine + Stomach meridians) 
1. This is the stream with the strongest qi flow  

ii. Tai Yin stream = S + L (Spleen + Lung meridians) 
2. Key Points 

a. Stomach 36 (ST 36) 
i. The largest acupoint on the body 

ii. A master point for all digestive issues 
iii. Also, useful for stress and worry 

b. Large Intestine 4 (LI 4) 
i. Main point on body for balancing qi (physiology) 

ii. Master point for all respiratory and upper torso/head issues 
iii. Research shows ST 36 + LI 4 together are best for stimulating immune system 

3. Main Functions of Meridians 
a. Lung 

i. Governs prana 
ii. Regulates upper organs  

iii. “Sadness” 
b. Large Intestine 

i. Strengthens prana 
ii. Supports upper structures 

iii. “Letting go” 
c. Stomach 

i. Harmonizes digestion 
ii. Supports immune system 

iii. “Receiving” 
d. Spleen 

i. Transforms (Pancreas) 
ii. Supports lower organs 

iii. “Worry” 
4. Map of Meridian to Chakra 

Meridian Point on Meridian that 
Corresponds to Chakra Leaf 

Chakra and  
Leaves (left, right) 

Lung 
(L) 

(3 – 5 am) 

9 Manipura (c3) 

(Phang, Dthang) 

Spleen 
(S) 

(9 – 11 am) 

3 Swadhisthana (c2) 

(Lang, Bhang) 

  



Meridian drawings from: 

A Manual of Acupuncture 
by Peter Deadman (Author), Mazin Al-Khafaji (Author), Kevin Baker (Author) 
Hardcover: 670 pages 
Publisher: Journal of Chinese Medicine Publications; 2nd edition (June 25, 2007) 

Chakra drawings from: 

Chanting the Chakras 
by Layne Redmond 
DVD and 24 page booklet 
Publisher: Sounds True; Boulder CO (August 1, 2001) 
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